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Induction Range 

9500

Model Number UPC Available Colors

NSI6DB950012AA 887276816128 White Glass

NSI6DG9500SRAA 887276816203 Stainless Steel

NSI6DG9500MTAA 887276816197 Matte Black Steel

Product Overview

Models & Product Titles

Product Titles

Bespoke Smart Slide-In Induction Range 6.3 cu. ft. in White Glass with Ambient Edge LightingTM & 

Air Sous Vide

Bespoke Smart Slide-In Induction Range 6.3 cu. ft. in Stainless Steel with Ambient Edge LightingTM 

& Air Sous Vide

Bespoke Smart Slide-In Induction Range 6.3 cu. ft. in Matte Black Steel with Ambient Edge 

LightingTM & Air Sous Vide

Product Description (Paragraph)

Samsung's smart induction range features an Ambient Edge LightingTM that illuminates your kitchen and lets you see if your food is still cooking from 

a distance. The Anti-Scratch Matte Glass Cooktop* 54% more scratch resistant** and more durable will keep your range looking like new. The 

contemporary Bespoke design with a recessed handle will seamlessly blend into your kitchen for an elegant and minimalist look.
* Based on scratch testing by Intertek simulating regular use.

** As compared to conventional glass. Based on scratch testing by Intertek.

Product Description (Bullets)

1. Ambient Edge LightingTM: Know when your cooktop is on or if your food is still cooking from a distance. When the range is not in use, enhance the 

ambiance of your kitchen with customized mood lighting.

2. Anti-Scratch Matte Glass Cooktop*: 54% more scratch resistant** and more durable keeping your range looking like new.

3. Bespoke design: Give your kitchen a premium look with a contemporary Bespoke design and a recessed handle that suits your style and elevates 

your home.
* Based on scratch testing by Intertek simulating regular use.

** As compared to conventional glass. Based on scratch testing by Intertek.
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EasyAds Links

Model Number EasyAds Link(s)

NSI6DB950012AA https://dam.gettyimages.com/p/z0c3461/digital-appliances?o=AND&q=NSI6DB950012

NSI6DG9500SRAA https://dam.gettyimages.com/p/z0c3461/digital-appliances?o=AND&q=NSI6DG9500SR

NSI6DG9500MTAA https://dam.gettyimages.com/p/z0c3461/digital-appliances?o=AND&q=NSI6DG9500MT
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Headline Feature Name Long Body Copy Short Body Copy Associated Image

Illuminate your kitchen

and see cooking status
Ambient Edge Lighting

TM

Know when your cooktop is on or if your food is 

still cooking with Ambient Edge Lighting
TM

. 

Moving lights give you visual cues to check your 

cooking status from a distance. When your range 

is not in use, enhance the ambiance of your 

kitchen by customizing mood lighting through 

SmartThings.*

* Available on Android and iOS devices. A Wi-Fi connection 

and a Samsung account are required.

Know when your cooktop is on or if your food is 

still cooking with Ambient Edge Lighting
TM

. 

When your range is not in use, enhance the 

ambiance of your kitchen by customizing mood 

lighting through SmartThings.*

* Available on Android and iOS devices. A Wi-Fi connection 

and a Samsung account are required.

Seamless, stylish design Bespoke design

Give your kitchen a premium look with a stylish 

and contemporary Bespoke design that will 

enhance the look of your kitchen or add an 

elegant color accent. The range's recessed handle 

design seamlessly blends into your kitchen for a 

minimalist look.

Give your kitchen a premium look with a 

contemporary Bespoke design and a recessed 

handle that suits your style and elevates your 

home.

54% more scratch resistant Anti-Scratch Matte Glass Cooktop

Keep your cooktop looking like new. The Anti-

Scratch Matte Glass Cooktop* is 54% more 

scratch resistant**, more durable and less likely 

to get marked by cookware or cleaning.

* Based on scratch testing by Intertek simulating regular 

use.

** As compared to conventional glass.

Based on scratch testing by Intertek.

The Anti-Scratch Matte Glass Cooktop* is 54% 

more scratch resistant**, more durable and less 

likely to get marked by cookware or cleaning.

* Based on scratch testing by Intertek simulating regular 

use.

** As compared to conventional glass.

Based on scratch testing by Intertek.

Gourmet cooking results

at home
Air Sous Vide

Lock in flavor and moisture and avoid 

overcooking with Air Sous Vide. Precise, 

controlled heat and airflow within the oven give 

you gourmet cooking results at home.* Perfect 

for fish, poultry, and vegetables.

* Requires a sous vide cooking bag, which is not included 

with the oven.

Lock in flavor and moisture and avoid 

overcooking using Air Sous Vide.*

* Requires a sous vide cooking bag, which is not included 

with the oven.

Product Messaging
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Healthier cooking*

with a crunch
Air Fry

Enjoy healthier* fried foods without relying on 

other small appliances with Air Fry built right into 

your oven. Air Fry tray included.

* As compared to deep frying.

Enjoy healthier* fried foods with Air Fry built 

right into your oven. Air Fry tray included.

* As compared to deep frying.

Nutritious and delicious 

vegetables
Convection Vegetable

Quickly cook vegetables to crispy perfection 

without pre-heating.

Quickly cook vegetables to crispy perfection with 

Convection Vegetable.

Faster, more even baking* than 

Convection
Convection+

Cook your food faster and more evenly* than 

standard Convection. Using an added heating 

element, Convection+ circulates only hot air 

throughout your oven.

* As compared to standalone Samsung convection ovens.

Convection+ lets you cook your food faster and 

more evenly* than standard Convection by 

circulating only hot air throughout your oven.

* As compared to standalone Samsung convection ovens.

Powerful heat, flexible cooktop
4.3kW Induction Cooktop with 7" 

Sync Burner

Cook consistently flavorful food fast with the 

powerful 4.3kW Induction Cooktop. It's ideal for 

sautéing and searing meat or boiling water in a 

flash. A 7” Sync Burner lets you control two 

burners with one control to create one large 

cooking zone.

The powerful 4.3kW Induction Cooktop is ideal 

for sautéing and searing meat, boiling water 

quickly or cooking food fast. A 7” Sync Burner 

lets you control two burners with one control, so 

they act as one large cooking zone.
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Does the hard work for you Self and Steam Clean

Get help from your oven with Self Clean. The self 

cleaning system deeply cleans your oven with 

high heat that breaks down grease and food 

residue. Use Steam Clean for a lighter cleaning 

job that's done in 20 minutes.

Self Clean deeply cleans your oven with high 

heat that breaks down grease and food residue. 

Steam Clean lightly cleans in 20 minutes.

All shine Fingerprint Resistant Finish

Fingerprint resistant* for an everyday, beautiful 

finish.

* White Glass finish is not fingerprint resistant.

Fingerprint resistant*, beautiful finish.

* White Glass finish is not fingerprint resistant.

Preheat and plan meals on the 

go
SmartThings

Search recipes, plan meals and pre-heat your 

oven from your phone with the SmartThings App 

or your favorite voice assistant.* SmartThings 

Food learns your preferences to recommend 

personalized recipes** and create weekly meal 

plans.

SmartThings Energy lets you monitor and manage 

your range's power usage. Get energy saving tips 

and alerts to help lower your electric bill.

* Available on Android and iOS devices. A Wi-Fi connection 

and a Samsung account are required.

** Available in certain languages, including English, French, 

German, Italian and Spanish.

Search recipes, plan meals and pre-heat your 

oven from your phone with the SmartThings App 

or your favorite voice assistant.* SmartThings 

Food learns your preferences to recommend 

personalized recipes** and create weekly meal 

plans.

SmartThings Energy lets you monitor and 

manage your range's power usage.

* Available on Android and iOS devices. A Wi-Fi connection 

and a Samsung account are required.

** Available in certain languages, including English, 

French, German, Italian and Spanish.
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No recipes needed Download Cooking Mode

Download settings for cooking modes* like 

"Pizza", "Spare Rib" or "Brownie" directly to your 

oven with the SmartThings App.** Choose the 

mode you want and the optimal cooking time 

and temperature will be sent to your oven 

automatically.***

* This feature is only compatible with ovens. 

** Available on Android and iOS devices. A Wi-Fi connection 

and a Samsung account are required.

*** How thoroughly each dish is cooked may vary 

depending on the type and weight of ingredients.

Download settings for cooking modes* like 

"Pizza", "Spare Rib" or "Brownie" directly to your 

oven with the SmartThings App.** Choose the 

mode you want and the optimal cooking time 

and temperature will be sent to your oven 

automatically.***

* This feature is only compatible with ovens. 

** Available on Android and iOS devices. A Wi-Fi 

connection and a Samsung account are required.

*** How thoroughly each dish is cooked may vary 

depending on the type and weight of ingredients.

ENERGY STAR® Certified ENERGY STAR® Certified

Our ranges are ENERGY STAR® Certified 

recognized by the EPA for delivering cutting-edge 

energy efficiency along with the latest 

technological innovations.

Our ranges are ENERGY STAR® Certified 

recognized by the EPA for delivering cutting-

edge energy efficiency along with the latest 

technological innovations.

NA Ready2Fit™ Guarantee

If your Samsung Front Control Slide-in Range 

doesn't fit your Freestanding Range cutout, enjoy 

$100 on us to cover any countertop modification 

costs with Ready2Fit™ Guarantee.*

* Valid from 01/01/24 to 12/31/24.

If your Samsung Front Control Slide-in Range 

doesn't fit your Freestanding Range cutout, 

enjoy $100 on us to cover any countertop 

modification costs with Ready2Fit™ Guarantee.*

* Valid from 01/01/24 to 12/31/24.
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Lifestyle Images
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NX-AB5400RS/AA 

4" backguard for 30" slide-in range Stainless Steel

NX-AB5400RB/AA

4" backguard for 30" slide-in range Black

EasyAds Link:

NX-AB5900RS/AA NX-AF5000RS/AA

Product Specs

Related Products & Accessories

9" backguard for 30" slide-in range Stainless Steel Trim kit for 30" slide-in range, 5 piece Stainless Steel

NX-AB5900RB/AA NX-AF5000RM/AA

9" backguard for 30" slide-in range Black Trim kit for 30" slide-in range, 5 piece Black Stainless Steel

Spec Sheet
https://dam.gettyimages.com/p/z0c3461/digital-appliances?o=AND&q=NSI6D*9500%20Spec%20Sheet

Spec Sheet
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EasyAds Link:

EasyAds Link:

Warranty

EasyAds Link:
https://dam.gettyimages.com/p/z0c3461/digital-

appliances?o=AND&q=NSI6DG9500SR%20icons

https://dam.gettyimages.com/p/z0c3461/digital-

appliances?o=AND&q=NSI6DG9500MT%20icons

Energy Guide
N/A

N/A

User Manual and Warranty

https://dam.gettyimages.com/p/z0c3461/digital-appliances?o=AND&q=NSI6D*9500%20Product%20Guides

User Manual

Feature Icons

https://dam.gettyimages.com/p/z0c3461/digital-

appliances?o=AND&q=NSI6DB950012%20icons
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